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Abstract - Even after years of extensive research and development, accuracy in ASR (Automatic speech recognition)
remains a challenge to researchers. The reason is the inherent complexity of inflectional languages, and lack of
resources. When processing languages with extremely rich word forming, the resulting word lists are typically very
large, which is demanding from a computational point of view. A more serious problem is that many perfectly valid
word forms are likely to be missing from the list anyway, since they might never have occurred in the corpus used as a
source. For words which are out of the dictionary the recognition accuracy is quite low and gets matched to the
nearest possible word in the dictionary. In this paper we propose method that enhances the speech recognition
accuracy for inflectional languages in general and, Indian languages in particular.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Speech technologies are of particular importance to individuals with physical impairments that hinder their use
of traditional input devices such as the keyboard and mouse. Even after years of extensive research and development,
accuracy in ASR (Automatic speech recognition) remains a challenge to researchers. There are number of well known
factors which determine accuracy. The prominent factors include variations in context, speakers and noise in the
environment. Therefore research in automatic speech recognition has many open issues with respect to small or large
vocabulary, isolated or continuous speech, speaker dependent or independent and environmental robustness. The
accuracy and acceptance of speech recognition has come a long way in the last few years and forward-thinking contact
centre operations are now adopting this technology to enhance their operation and improve their bottom-line profitability.
The performance of speech recognition systems is usually specified in terms of accuracy and speed. Accuracy may be
measured in terms of performance accuracy which is usually rated with word error rate (WER), whereas speed is
measured with the real time factor. Other measures of accuracy include single word error rate (SWER) and Command
success rate (CSR).
Most speech recognition users would tend to agree that dictation machines can achieve very high performance
in controlled conditions. For simple applications training of the acoustic models usually require only a short period of
training and may successfully capture continuous speech with a large vocabulary at normal pace with a very high
accuracy. An accuracy of 98% to 99% can be achieved if operated under optimal conditions. `Optimal conditions' usually
assume that users:
 have speech characteristics which match the training data,
 can achieve proper speaker adaptation, and
 Work in a clean noise environment (e.g. quiet room).
This explains why some users, especially those whose speech is heavily accented, might achieve recognition rates
much lower than expected. Limited vocabulary systems, require no training, can recognize a small number of words (for
instance, the ten digits) as spoken by most speakers. Such systems are popular for routing incoming phone calls to their
destinations in large organizations.
A. Word Structure of Inflectional Language
Inflectional language is characterized by a rich system of inflectional morphology and a productive system of
derivation, saMdhi (conation of full words) and compounding. This means that the number of surface words will be very
large and so will be the raw feature space, leading to data scarcity[1].
In inflectional language every word consists of one or several morphemes into which the word can be
segmented; consider for instance the morpheme segmentations of the following Telugu words: “Ame(she),
Ame+yokka(of her), Ame+tO(with her), AmE+nA(is it she)”. In highly-inflecting and compounding languages the
number of possible word forms is very high. This poses special challenges to NLP systems dealing with these languages.
For example, in automatic speech recognition it is customary to use pre-made lists of attested word forms as a
“normative” vocabulary.
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The incoming acoustic signal is matched against the list, and only words contained in the corpus can be
recognized. Such a word list can be created by collecting word forms from large text corpora or existing lexicons, and the
aim is to obtain as much coverage as possible of the words of the language. When processing languages with extremely
rich word forming like Telugu, the resulting word lists are typically very large, this is demanding, from a computational
point of view. A more serious problem is that many perfectly valid word forms are likely to be missing from the list
anyway, since they might never have occurred in the corpus used as a source. For words which are out of the dictionary
the recognition accuracy is quite low and gets matched to the nearest possible word in the dictionary.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Most of the existing ASRs correct the errors based on context. They use phone, syllable or word level modeling
and based on n-gram statistics they correct the word. Phone level is difficult to implement because of co-occurrence
effects of phones. Telugu is morphologically very rich language. Word level cannot be used, as it is impossible to cover
all the words of the language because of its large vocabulary and changes in the word forms. So we use morphemes as
basis for error identification. Factored language models have recently been proposed for incorporating morphological
knowledge in the modeling of inflecting language. As suffix and compound words are the cause of the growth of the
vocabulary in many languages, a logical idea is to split the words into shorter units [2].
III.
PROPOSED MODEL
In inflectional language every word consists of one or several morphemes into which the word can be
segmented. The approach used here aims at reducing the above mentioned problem of having a very huge corpus for
good recognition accuracy. It exploits the characteristic of Telugu language that every word consists of one or several
morphemes into which the word can be segmented.
A. Architecture of the Proposed Model
The design of Speech Corrector for Indian Languages, consists of the Syllable Identifier, Phone Sequence
Generator,Word Segmenter, and Morpho Syntactic Analyzer moduless. Input speech is decoded by a normal ASR
system which gives the identified word as a string. The sequence of phones would be the input to the Word Segmenter
module which matches the phonetized input with the root words stored in dictionary module, and generates a possible set
of root words. Morpho-Syntactic Analyzer compares the inflection part of the signal with the possible inflections list
from the database and gives correct inflection. This will be given to Morph Analyzer to apply morpho-syntactic rules of
the language and gives the correct inflected word.

Fig 1: Block diagram of proposed model
i) Syllable Identifier
Syllable identifier marks the rough boundaries of the syllables and labels them. At this stage , we get list of
syllables separated with hyphen. The user input is syllabified and this would be the input to the next module. E.g. dE-vAla-yA-ku
ii) Phone Sequence Generator As the words in the dictionary are stored at phone level transcription, this module
generates the phone sequences from the syllables. E.g. d-E-v-A-l-a-y-A-k-u
iii) Word Segmentor This module compares the phonetized input from starting with the root words stored in dictionary
module and lists the possible set of root words. The possible root word is dEvAlayamu.
iv) Dictionary Dictionary contains stems and inflections separately. It does not store inflected words as it is very
difficult, if not impossible, to cover all inflected words of the language. The database consists of 2 dictionaries:
a) Stem Dictionary
b) Inflection Dictionary
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Stem dictionary contains the stem words of the language, signal information for that stem which includes the duration
and location of that utterance and list of indices of inflection dictionary which are possible with that stem word.
Inflection Dictionary contains the inflections of the language, signal information for that inflection which includes the
duration and location of that utterance.
Both the dictionaries are implemented using trie structure in order to reduce the search space. Details of this
implementation can be seen in [3].
TABLE 1: STEM DICTIONARY
Stem signal
information
D:\work\s1.wav
amma (అమ్మ)
Word

anubhUti(అనుభూతి)

D:\work\s2.wav

Inflection
Indices
1, 2, 4,
6,7,8
1,7

ataDu (అతడు)

….

….

TABLE 2: INFLECTION DICTIONARY
Sl.No Inflection Inflection Signal
Information
1
D:\work\inf1.wav
ki (కి)
2

tO (తో)

3

guriMci
(గురించి)

4

….

D:\work\inf2.wav

....

v) Morpho Syntactic Analyzer This module compares the inflection part of the signal with the possible inflections list
from the database and gives correct inflection. This will be given to Morph Analyzer to apply morpho-syntactic rules of
the language and gives the correct inflected word.
IV.
SPEECH CORRECTION PROCEDURE
Speech correction procedure is explained below:
1. Capture the utterance.
2. Get its syllabified form.
3. Generate phone sequence from the syllabified word.
4. Compare the phone sequences with stem words in the dictionary and identify the stem.
5. Segment the word into stem and inflection.
6. Get the list of possible inflections.
7. Compare the inflection signals possible with that stem one by one and apply morpho-syntactic rules of the
language to combine stem and inflection.
8. Display the inflected word.
Using the rules the possible set of root words are combined with possible set of inflections and the obtained
results are compared with the given user input and the nearest possible root word and inflection are displayed if the
given input is correct. If the given input is not correct then the inflection part of the given input word is compared
with the inflections of that particular root word and identifies the nearest possible inflection and combines the root
word with those identified inflections, applies sandhi rules and displays the output. When there is more than one root
word or more than one inflection has minimum edit distance then the model will display all the possible options.
User can choose the correct one from that. E.g., when the given word is pustakaMdO (పుస్త కిందో ), the inflections tO
making it pustakaMtO (పుస్త కింతో) meaning „with the book‟ and lO making it pustakaMlO (పుస్త కింలో) meaning „in
the book‟) mis are possible. Present work will list both the words and user is given the option. We are working on
improving this by selecting the appropriate word based on the context.
Algprithm SCIL:
1. W=Utterance.wav
2. Syl[]=SyllableIdentifier(W)
3. Phone[]=phonetizer(Syl[])
4. Stem=getStem(Syl)
5. Infl[]=getInflections(Stem)
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6. While (not exactMatch)
word=MorphAnalyzer(stem,inflMatch)
7. display word
8. Stop
V.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The approach is tested using 1500 speech samples. These samples consist of 100 distinct words , each word repeated
3 times and recorded by 5 speakers in the age group 18-50. It is implemented as a speaker dependent system. An average
model is built from the three utterances of each word for each speaker. Each speaker is given a unique ID, using which
average model of that speaker is used for testing.
TABLE 3:SCIL RESULTS
No.of Distinct words
No.of Speakers
No.of Test samples
No.of words correctly recognized
No.of words misrecognized at Inflection
No.of words misrecognized at Root
No.of words corrected by SCIL

100
5
500
299
157
74
130

VI.
CONCLUSION
Main focus of the work presented here is to experiment whether morphology based recognition help in speech
correction. So, it is implemented as a speaker independent and gender specific system. From the work we observed that
speech recognition errors are more at sandhi formation meaning that inflectional languages will have more Word Error
Rate. Through the SCIL algorithm we are able to correct up to 90% of the errors occurring at inflections.
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